
Skyblade and the mythical monster 
 

A quest began 500 years ago in the desert.There was a hero called             
skyblade.He was a knight that kills mythical creatures for the king.Skyblade           
has a blue top, red trousers, and orange wings that are lighter than the sun.               
He has black hair and a gold belt.the hero looks like a normal man but is as                 
strong as hulk. One day the king of the desert sent skyblade on a quest to kill                 
the mythical sand monster. The king needed the monster to be killed because             
it was eating his people.skyblade reached for his sword and felt brave .He was              
ready to go to battle.Skyblade started walking to the desert through the            
village, when suddenly he saw a reflection. He built up his courage and went              
to investigate. As he closer he heard a sound of thunder. Standing right             
before him was the god of thunder, shadowstorm. The god has a golden glow              
around him, and scars of lightning bolts on his face .With a deep voice              
shadowstorm said “i will grant you a magical sword to defeat the mythical             
creature”. Suddenly a beam of light shone and a crystal sword appeared in             
skyblades hand. The hero swinged the sword and a whooooooooooooooosh          
noise sounded. Lightning bolts flew out of the end .The hero can use the              
electricity to kill the creature. Skyblade set off on his journey to the desert.              
When Skyblade arrived it was silent and creepy, there was grumbling under            
the ground, he was shaking and his eyes froze. Dark clouds were in the sky.               
The ground cracked open and the monster came out with a roar. He had              
horns that were bigger than a car, a lion's body and a snake's tail. Skyblades               
face was surprised.The monsters eyes were glowing red with lazers. He used            
his laser eyes on Skyblade with a big boom!!The monster tried to claw punch              
Skyblade but the hero pulled out his crystal clear sword, and fired it into the               
monster's face. Lightning bolts flew out hitting the creature between the eyes,            
killing him.Skyblade felt victoreos that he  
destroyed the monster .He picked up his sword and flew to the kings castle.              
He thought it would take hours to get there, but he saw the castle in the                
distance within a few minutes. Skyblade arrived at the gate of the castle. The              
gates opened and standing right before him was the king. The king said “you              
have completed your quest, and killed the monster. I will give you my crown              
because you are the one that has protected the villagers”. Skyblade was            
shocked, he did not want the kings crown. He politely told the king he was               
happy to help, and he was leaving the village to go home. 
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